The End Of The Democrat's And What Must Happen From Such
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Jun 29, 2018 3:28 pm
The Democrat party is finished it will end in a spilt between the Bernie Bro types and the older
money Democrat's. This is already occurring during the last elections and after. Many of the
progressives where talking about trying to reform the Party from within to get the money
Democrat's out. That is impossible and not going to happen. The major exodus out of the
Democratic Party during the last election to other third Parties over this divide is going to end up
in a kind of New Democratic progressive movement.

However this will fall if they cling to cultural Marxist progressive ideology. The 16 election was
America being fed up with such. People are not going to vote for pink haired, pinko progressive
communists on mass.
If such a third wave movement has a change its got to leave the dross behind and focus on
central things such as......
Ending privative banking monopolies, printing a debt free currency issued by Congress based
on the value of goods and services. In such abolishing income tax totally which is all paid to the
private banking cartels of the Fed as fee's of usury. Which is a crime and must be made a crime
by law.
Lowing and removal of taxes in general.
Abolishing all debt as the effects of criminal usury.

Enforcing anti monopoly laws on global corporations and ending their manipulation of
government. Ending the growing wage slave plantation this is putting people on in America.
Ending the NSA, ending the deep state, ending all surveillance state systems. Protecting and
establishing the constitution as law only and repeal of all anti constitution laws nation wide.
Abolishment of the Police state.
Making the internet a utility that is not to be charged for this placing it under the protection of the
First Amendment and constitution of America.
Economic protections for the American People and worker. That ensure America industries are
not sent to other nations and no practices that drive down wages be allowed by law. People
must be paid a living wage they can support themselves and family on well. This allows the
workers and their families to afford needed resources and invests in the economy in general by
having the money to buy goods and services and thus keeps the wheel of industries going.
The creation of new industries in general by investing in new area's of technology, farming,
medicine, and creative idea's in general to be turned into businesses. With zero interest loans

from the government thus by passing the need for the criminal stock market. And creating a new
economy.
The putting into the market of held back technologies such as free energy.
Ordering and enforcing regulations on corporations such as ordering the use of bio degradable
plastic's only. Banning of harmful food stuffs and chemicals.
Affordable health care for the American People.
Total reform on the education system.
Policies such as this need to happen and can create a strong movement for such.
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They won't win anything as a socialist party running on a platform of more taxes, lower wages,
less jobs more political correctness that is state mandated....... That is already the platform
Hillary ran on and what happened during the last election.
Trump is transforming the Republican's into Trump Republicans this is identical to how the Party
was transformed under Regan which gave them a major wave of victory and three terms. The
Republicans are going to have all three branches of government under control by the end of
Trump's time in office. After the mid terms the Republicans are going to have enough people to
finally pass all the immigration reform. That is why Trump told them to hold off till this time
because more Democrat's are going to be out of office.

Alexander wrote:Yes, it's over for the old Democrat party, the party will be transformed
(kinda like labour in the UK) it will become a socialist/POC party, and that doesn't mean they
will never win any elections, far from it, as soon as Trump is out of office (even now, there's
only so much he could do), they will push for more open borders (even the old white
democrats are now calling for abolishing ICE) tens of millions of brown migrants will invade,
everyone gets a pathway to citizenship, and with the dwindling percentage of the white
population (40% are leftist anyway), it's over for white America and the Republican party.
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Free health care does not exist your paying for it with your tax dollars. Its really just affordable
health care. With cleaning up the food supply and the atmosphere must people are not going to
be that sick most of the time. Also with new medical technologies what was once costly can be
done fast and low cost and work. There are machines that can cure cancer in ten minutes. The
Jewish oligarchs created the FDA to push out all working cancer and other cures to create a
monopoly on hyper expensive and dangerous treatments. The Jews are the ones that are the
problem with all this they poison the food supply with their ownership of the six major food
companies and then also inflate the cost of health care and make it low quality.

Stormblood wrote:Why not free healthcare, instead of just "affordable"?
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That crazy Jew bitch admits she uses the Talmud to guide her decisions on the bench. The
Jewish Talmud that states Gentiles are not Human beings only Jews are. Funny how the left
never complains that a Jewish religious fanatic is using racist Jewish texts to make laws with.

HailVictory88 wrote:Thanks for your input. I hope Ginsburg is the next one to leave, it
would be funny to see the liberals flip out over her getting replaced with some moderately
sane Gentile.

